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Tryouts for parts in nevelriem
"Innocenee and Inia)kner" will
be held 3loonday and Tuesday
between 8 and 10:30 p.m. In
Morris Dailey auditor’
, ant 00000 need
Dlane Ilunt, board
chairman.
The all -student Maly production, to be held in April, needs
dancers, singers, actors, and muslot:loos
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Irofs Help Present Estimates Set Total DS Apportioned $16 Million
liege Master Plan Enrollment at 13900 of Record Calif orni a Budget
\

Bv MIKE i011\-1
Editor

lifornia state college
Lilly representatives met
Sacramento last week 10
plans to determine the
plan. -

of the "master
proposal for the reorganinn of Calif ornia.s higher
ation system.
r. James W. Thornton. profesof education and chairman of
San Jose State delegation,
td the SJS faculty at a meeting
Rrday to study the plan and
er endorse It or reject it.
he present college and unity SYStelll MI5 analyzed In
study Waft’,
by a
recotnof
report
Us
dation. has heen endorsed
lllll rous grooups of college
university faculty and ad-tration.
MOUE BREAKDOWN
e report emphasizes the need
n educational system broken
further than the present one,
would allow its higher levo cater to higher level stu, while providing two other
that would attempt to) edustudents of lesser accomplish or ability.

Regular student registration is expected 1,,
:Re per
its residents, whose numbers are this semester while estimates show an expected ten per cent increase
in limited student registration, according to Dr. Ralph It. Cummings I
multiplying too fast.
associate dean in charge of admissions and record’s.
The committee suggested to
An estimated 11,422 hail registered by noon yesterday.
the Regents of the University
An estimated 9725 full time students had registered; limited
of California and the State
student registration as o f the non
Board of Education that a neu
o I
was e stimated at 169;
with another limited student registration period slated last night.
governing body he formed to
"We
expect in the neighborhood of 10,000 regular students to le
control the state colleges.
State colleges, the report con- gister this semester," stated Dean Cummings. "Limited students revtration
should reach approximately 3900."
tinues, should provide teacher edIf estimates are accurate, spring enrollment sl
ucation through the M.A. level,
Id reach
the
13,900 mark.
and instruction in the liberal arts
Over
10,048 full-time students and 3400 limited students were
and sciences and in professions
and applied fields requiring more registered during the first week of registration last semester. Total
registration reached 14,273.
than two years of college.
The limited student registration increased last semester and a
The university would accept only the top one-eighth of California further increase is expected this semester, according to Dr. Cummings.
Regular student registration is genet-ally lower in the spring semester
(Continued on Page 3)
I
according to estimates should be so this semester.
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College ariri.11tog
record

111, In \ 1I’
’lodge’

in. Ilealn-1,ity’s
so

in-

million for toper.’
ating expenditure-. anti ne%
construct ion for I 960-6 I .
The- record -breaking budget includes more than $4 million

cludes slb

for three new college buildings
a two-story addition to the audiovisual service center, a police and
military science building and a
women’s gym addition.

The governor’s budget, a 1134- resents an increased .
of servpage, 512 -pound document, now is ice." His cut still would leave the
being reviewed by finance com- fund at $1000.
mittees

of

the

legislature.

The

professional
ty, continues
le I IC
g today "The Portable Nitch" a collection in book form
humorous columns by Ger’achinan which have appeared
e Spartan Daily over the past
included in the book are
articles (ruin Lyke Magazine
introduction by Dr. Roland
associate professor of Engtwo new pieces, and a brief
aphy of Nachman.
e 64 -page book contains sevillustrations by the author,
will be sold for 35 cents out Spartan buck store and in
tudent affairs business office.

) Shoplifters
?t as Police
ward Bookstore

Major capital outlay items include:
WOMEN’S GI’M
1. A $2,096.000 women’s gym
addition, to be constructed where
the nursing and police barracks
are now. The twu-story addition
will include headquarters for the
recreation department.

The Spartan Daily camera followed senior transfer Jacquelin
Hirth about in the wet rush of registration yesterday and Monday
as she splashed through .58 inches of new rain. With about
13,000 other students, Miss Hirth filled out dam cards and paid
wet money for another semester of learning.

Dr. Keith Says:

Big Salary Increase
For Profs ’Doubtful’
State college professors prob.ably will not receive 13 per cent
salary increases as requested by
the state personnel board and the
I state board of education, but fise
I per cent boosts instead, Dr. Lowell Keith, chairman of the San
Jose State salary committee, toll
SJS faculty yesterday afternoo n
in Morris Dailey auditorium.
"The governor’s proposed budget does not include funds for more:
than a five per cent increase for j
state college academic and adminProfessor
personnel,"
istrative

hers of their toh isor:1
call on assembly Men
tors on tho ilM1111/1y
nteans co llllll ittee and
finance committee.

hoards la
and senaways and
the senate

Faculty members and their
friends to talk to and write to
members of the legislature, stress- I
ing the need for the ’equested 15
per cent salary increase.

10% BOOST SOUGHT
- An amendment to the budget
requesting an additional 10 per
cent &roue the five per cent increase in the governor’s budget.
ra,.
i’ :in book- State college summer session
1111.4
general
s 1auditor
state’s
Tin’
e
in
this semesdean stun focus attention on the
according to William M. Felse,
reconunended major changes in
fact that state college slimmer sallent aflairs business maanger.
the state teac hers retirement , aries lag behind comparable coluse said that so far they have system, which revolt ea more
lege sinnmer salaries.
had any shoplifters but they
than $6 million of San Jose
taking extra precautions tol State College f
Is.
era it (luring the rush period’
11
Auditor General
week.
:Merrifield said In a report too tle
loam. sehool majors have been
the system
that
legislature
red In the store as a preId he pliwed on a pay -a.
sl
ithe measure, be said. Plain
you -go basis, freeing the
them pollee majors are stating debt "In
from a
lied in the stare fill occasion
tifitia of $1 billion."
lost i’s.’ r’ day during the scooter,
I
Keith, head of the elementary
again
In
iii
X i
1.0,1110
,111
tlse said that since the store
cation department, told the gi,,,
11111111 to member of the SJS
tel it, vs tern of placing police
cot
stale
the
on
in his report
stoodent hoody, marring the fall
feel shoplifting has tiredlsalary committee meeting Friol.,:s
semester
lllll ontticement exery C0011, to a slop.
in Sacramento.
cises.
said that they are more
The committee introdueed a
t Minn Leroy Smith. 22 -yearIi prevent lifting than to
Clear
irt a tillniplitter. lie feels that
old marketing major fr
proposal to bring the proohlem
99 per cent of students on closer to state legislators before
Lake Oaks, Calif., was killed
us that give them no trouble they meet In March, 1/r. Keith
Jan. 25 on Mission Pass rd.
just four dos before roeelt iuig
it he happy to see shoplifting said.
but it
%% as
’nulled from the Inaukstore.
his BA dogre
Their plan, he said, provides for
an
a Heil him post Immously
a
each college president to call
TIm’aeclollont oevoirred to hen
meeting of the state college advisthe trailer of a large trovek brake
loose and oil erturned Ion Smith’s
ory hoard from his college and for
Omega, national ser- each college president and at least car W1111P 111. WIla driving tint a rd
San Jose.
fraternity, will conduct the
one member of his advisory hoard
The fatality was the eighth
-anneal book exchange in
personally to contact legislators in
IS
for 5.14 students 111111 emplep.e.
1)00cy mutant-Mtn until
their college diAtricts.
since thr beginning of the 1:111
Y. Fett. to,
semester.
II he sold for students
COMMITTER PROPOSES
antis n’ in floe 5.15
In per tent
Smith ot
Professor Keith also out lined
commission hotels.
11)00k erhange
Lint heran student assn. and was
will be open SCSC committee proposals for:
a hasher at Co -Ed Manor.
9:30 a 01. to 3:30 p.m. daily.
College presidents and nolo-

Senior Dies
Just Before
Graduation

r

Book Trade

The $10 million fo r o perating,
e%pendit tires represents a 5.6
increase on or last
per oent
year’s amount. The Midget will
add 50 positioons tin the college
payrollIncluding 14 new instructors.
IThe budget also includes a $1
I million appropriation for land acquisition, to extend the college to
San Salvador on the west and 10th
St. on the east. Much of the money
meet rising Propwill be used
erty costs for land already planned
to be purchased.

(Vance of its master plan,
liaison committee says, would
, California to continue to ofuition-free higher education to

chnian s Book
ill Available
lore Rook Store

FUND(’ITS?
But college officials have not expressed fear of drastic budget
cuts: the college probably will
end up with not much less than it
requested.

legislature will reconvene Feb. 29
to consider the committees’ recommendations.
The budget was al
t $3 mil Ilion less than the college originally had requested, due primarily too cancellation of some proposed additions to the staff.
In addition, Legislative Analyst
A. Alan Post has recommended a
$1000 cut in the college lecture
fund, saying that the fund "rep-

2. A $1.941.500 pallet. alai
military silence building to be
tonstrueted on what is 1110W the
tvomen’s play field. The building 00111 be pa rt two-story and
part six -at 0 . These department% must aeotte their present
n’s gym
; quarters foor the %V
addition,.

Registration
Items Due
Next Week

Forum Opens Sunda
With ’Norway Talk

Sunday Evening Community Fie
rum will open its winter lectore
Students are requested to turn, series Sunday with in talk by lijorin registration to in t eria Is in dis Kittle’ Parker on "Norway.
Nlorris Dailey auditorium Tuesday: Changing and Changeless" at
through Thursday of next week, p.m. at Woodrow Wilson Jr. high
school.
Feb. 16-18.
Miss Parker will shuts her latest
The auditorium will be open’
to
12
p.m.
and
from
I
color film of Norway which ranges
from /4 a.m.
1 to 4 p.m. all three days.
from the primitive Lapland in the
Materials need not be turned in arctic tundra to the modern. pioorder.
gressive cities of Oslo and Bergert.
by students in alphabetical
Cards 1-3 and all class cards a talk Feb. 28 by former British
should be turned in. Students also Prime tlinister Clement Attlee
are requested to turn in Korean
al the San Jose Chic Auditorveteran study list cards and No. I
ium,
cards if not kept by the departMr. At
will be making ins
ment.
A $3 fee will he charged regular first appearance in San Jose and
students who have not handed in his first visit to the United States
all registration cards by 4 p.m. since he entered
the House il
Thursday.
’
Attlee.
Morris Dailey auditorimn will
be open Monday from 6 to 8 lull
Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m., WisI:
day filen 5 to 7 p.m. and Thin-.
from 6 to 8 p.m. for limited students.

Olympic Trip
Signups Due

net h

Kim, assistant professua. of
recreat hut.
Professor Kim said the 5.45 Re(-nation department has reserved
a 30 -seat bus for the C5CIII*S100,
and seats are now on it first -come.
first -served basis.
Price is $15 it WIN( in for the
romal-lrip rale. The bus leases
San Jose for the Olympics area
al 1:30 a.m. Feb. 21, and will leave
-4,p law Valley at 4:30 p.m. the
title clay.
Professor Kim said he expects
the hits In arrive at S(11/11W V:11ley at approximately 8 a.m., thus
giving passengers ii full day in
which to ski or enjoy the Olympic!,
games.

ler of the British Labor’
Party from 1935 to 1951 will speakl
rThe Future if Europe."
Closing out the series still
,
an film-lerture by Franeis R. Line I
entitled "Lincoln Years."
Years of research by Mr. Line:
have gone into his color documentary film of Abe Lincoln’s life.
Lincoln’s boyhood in Kentucky. his
youth in Indiana, the beginnings
of his career in Illinois and the
it
years in Washington are
ensiled on tilm by Mn’. Line. The,
film marks the centennial of Lin coin’s election to the presidency. I
Price of admission to the lectures is $1.50. 90 cents to students
for the two regular lectures. Mr.
.11tlee’s lecture will be $2.20 anti
$2.90 regular admission and $1.50
nit $2 for students
:

Johnson Gains Daily
Post Following Hassle

The Student Council made nu.
major appointments at its fir,
meeting of the fall se nester .1,,
20, including Spartan Daily edlit
Students, faculty HMI adminischief justice a nd rally CO11111101.
trators who plan to take the Rechairman.
cret ion department’s chartered hus
Mike Johnson tons re -named
to Squaw Valley Feb. 21 must reSpartan Daily editor, after his
serve seats by :1:30 tomorrow afRest-la:Ohms May lit’impoinlment a week earlier too
ternoon.
11/ stn..
Made at Student Affairs lousiness
office. ’1’1116, aecordling to Ken- d ent Court.

A $390.000, two-slit’s’ addito the andio-visual service
....liter. The addition will extend
the center’s present their to the
height of the rest of Centennial
hall.
ii

NEW P.E. AREA
4. Outdoor P. K. facilities costing $148.000. The facilities will be
located in the block between the
men’s and women’s dorms, replacing the play field. which will be
smothered by the police and military science building.
5. A $120.000 extension of
steam services to new buildings.
equipkali!
a
6. NV V
ment costing $57,860.
:Minor items include new gym
lighting. chemical storage facilities. radio -TV and electrical engineering equipment and an electrical distill’ ,’,.ti as

1:
$2 MIII,MoN
The budg,
tt:IY $2
1...11’,41. which
million for a Ir.: i(
was funded as a general project
last year. The two -block long ca rage will he located at Seventh
and San Salsiddlor streets.
I
One surprising jiimp was (torn
$1200 to $8940 for out-of-state
tel far college administrators
1 facility.

It ,I

Jose Slate’s budget increase
last year was Maud dune-third
t he site. pel’eCalage-a Ise. 14 111e
I ind state college operating fund

ti.r,.1 lid ilia point." Ile staid
wanted the appointincrease. Total state college oper., ,it ,..euted "according to the
.
funds proposed in the hudget
sting
lit it inn,"
to more than $66 million.
amount
was appointed autoBill Gilbreth was named chief,
justice of the Student Court, de(eating Mike Joyce and Man ii
Frankel.Tow
le Wag appointed rant’
committee chairman over Bob 111c
keown and Marty Sleeper, bin
’Towle told the Spartan Daily he
Prol’ill4 would lose the office be cause of academic difficulties.
herrhbtretimignesns.,,
,
it,h,ne 01
(7;17;1,1

The court ruled? that Johnson’s
in
hint foregone formalit ies required by the constitution
AS13 president Rich Hill asked the
Spartan Daily faculty .00k isers to
renominate candidates In
canso
(-ration by the council.
liessa as Nosiness manager of
’rhe marl held arponer prrirr.
141 Torn’, and aPPointed Bob
mina’ ballot the following 111,111.
his
ll
llllllllllllllllllllllllll
re e llllllll
ing. placing Johnson’s
’eligible" list. Gary
hln’ssun and by the La Torre Mail
sports editor who hail eonlestl.,1
and adviner,
the original appointment, partoimyrnp mrAnnali3,, a as name,t
paled in the ballot, so hot h
nrown’s
and Joirhson’s names chairman of the Fairness commit so ere sent tor council reconstoier
tee.
at ion.
The council will not meet todla
Meanwhile. Brawn withdrew
from the convention, saying hr ’next meeting ia Feb. 17.

Old Mother Goose
when she wanted
to wander, just
got up on that
gander and rode.
But poor Dad
Goose has to
hoof it, and
let me tell you it
was rough until
he discovered
Clark’s Desert
Boots. Now,
at R/A.,I2.95.
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by Gerald Nachman

2,44 Comment

The first Hurrah

Students Not Equal
California is about to rescue its system of higher edu(ration from falling into mediocrity by coll..idering a
ter plan" for r’tensive reorganizat .
While it is an aim of our system to try to give one arid
all "equal opportunit. such a proposal is expensise ii
education. Not only in dollars, but in the quality of the
education.
Loading down state colleges with students who vaguely
want diploma, takes its toll drastically in the low level of
classes some students demand.
The master plan will separate entering freshmen as
effectively as possibleaccording to high school academic
records. The top students will be eligible for university
education, the next level down will go to state colleges, and
other students can start at junior colleges.
This div ision will allow students not only to work at
the It’s el of their respective abilities. but also will permit
professors to conduct classes at levels they want.
Major points of the master plan are being drawn up
now as a constitutional amendment, who’ll will be submitted to the people when it is ready.
.At last we have the makings of a state-supported plan
that plainly recognizes the fact that different people have
different mental capacitieseven in colleges.

FAMED U.S. BACH
HARPSICHORDIST
TO PLAY SUNDAY
John Hamilton, nationally known
harpsichordist, will perform Sunday afternoon at 3:30 in music
building concert hall. Admission
for students is 50 cents; adults $1.
Hamilton will play works by
Bach, including Prelude and Fugue in E from Book One of "The
Well -Tempered Clavier," and "Italian Concerto." Also on the program are works by Scarlatti, Couperin and Sweelinck.
Hamilton will use a harpsichord
-2 he recently had built to his own
7
tonal recommendations.
A native of Washington, Hamilton is a candidate for his doctorate at the University of Southern
California. He recently performed
to an "enthusiastic" audience at
Massachusetts Institute of Technoy,
logy, and has appeared at numerous Bach festivals throughout
the country.
Hamilton’s research into obscure
music literature has resulted in
his programming little-k no wn
works by established composers
such as Soler and Bartok.
Phi Mu Alpha, national professional music fraternity, is sponsoring Hamilton, and proceeds will hr
added to the Music ittitiartmen
harpsichord fund.

Poetry Talk Series
Slated for Feb. 17
Dr. 0. C. Williams, humanities
program coordinator, will conduct
the first in a series of informal
poetry discussions among former
students in Introduction to Poetry
Feb. 17. The discussion will be at
3:30 p.m. in Faculty Office building, FOB104.
Dr. Williams will conduct the
discussions about once every three
weeks throughout the semester
and will distribute poetry at each
meeting for consideration at the
next discussion.
Discussions are open to all interested students who have taken
the poetry class. Further information is available from Dr. Williams F013127.

’Right You Are
Tryouts Today
In Studio Theater
Tryouts for "Right You Are,"
by Luigi Pira.ndello, will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. in the Studio
Theater, SD103.
The play will be presented
March 25, 26 and 29 through April
2. Any students of SJS may try
out, according to Miss Elizabeth
Loeffler, director of the play.
"Right You Are" is said to be
a play of "ideas," and has been
called "the purest instance of
drama of ideas in the history of
the theater."
The play deals with truth. Pirandello sets forth the idea that
truth is "relative and subjective
The play is both "interesting 10,1
exciting.- areordirw

Ahem.
First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to extend a warm welcome to each and every
one of you on behalf of San Jose State College, and to offer my heartiest congratulations as the new semester begins!
Whether you are a freshman, transfer, returning, or limited student, I would like to extend my wholehearted congratulations and
offer a warm and sincere welcome to each and every one of you!
Welcome to San Jose State College!
It Is most gratifying to Nee no many bright faces once again
around the campus as I walk around the campus as the new semester begins once again!
Before you came here you may have heard that San Jose State
1College was a "good-time" school. Such remarks are unfortunately
I made by some who comprise the undesirable element.
At San Jose State College, you will find tlme for basketball
games, dances, fraternity and sorority life, beach parties, classes,
track meets, religious groups, clubs, student government, rallies,
ski trips, football games, and rallies.
All these many and varied activities will be made available to
you at San Jose State, and it is up to youas a student at San Jose
State- -to decide which of these many and varied activities you wish
to take part in!
Budget your time wisely.

Alichael R. Johnson
Advertising Mgr., Dale Pratt
NeW. Editor. Robert Taylor

SUMMER JOBS

EUROPE
000 Positions open
in all fields

WRITE to:
AMERICAN STUDENT

INFORMATION SERVICE. s. V.
JAHNSTRASSE St
FRANKFURT/MAIN, GERMANY

By GE11.A1

Vtl:IIMAN
Drama lilitor

* "ON THE BEACH" could
easily he written off as one heck
of a ghost story were it not for
the macabre fact that those
watching the film, as it creeps
through the country, may in
time cod tip to be the ghosts.
And it is this rather disturbing
point that makes ’’On the Bleach,"
now at the Fox Theater, more
than just another movie. It’s very
subject matter forces it above
that.
Whether Nevil Shale’s story,
told in film, lives up to the expectations of the novel is hard to
determine, but certainly it is more
of a dent into public apathy than
the jingle of C’onelrad warnings

and grcy tiiiitimals on Strontium
90.
The colossal theme that Nevil
Shute presents in his navel is
simply that man’s carelessness
With Mg own kind may find the
specie Immo saplen as extinct a
mammal in so many years am
the dead dodo.
While Shute’s novel is supposed
to be TNT, Stanley Kramer’s fine
film is good tinder in itself,
although it is at times diluted
with the tears of romantic goingson.
*KRAMER’S FILM version of
the Shute novel is too often told
in wishy-washy terms, and rather
than show the real horror of the
results of an atomic war, the film
only makes several vague hints
in that direction.

Ni Ill ally the movie
has It
affair Ava Gardner
with
about anyone who’s
handy, ir
ing Gregory Peck-- and
the c,
characters in "On the
Beach
tray a fairly accurate
of reactions to The End,
Tony Perkins, Donna
son. Peck, Miss tiardnmAi..
Fred Astaire show the
the many sides of fear,
and
vignette In the fIlm
stud,
own horrilkle t
to It. t..,
effect.
The most important
cant thing about "On Ihe
Is that it was made and
tine
ple who will die doubling
III,
sibility of a third war
v.
least have an opportunity ,
Ift,1,- ,,,rn forecast

I AM SURE you will discover during your next few years at State
that -going to college" can be an interesting, rewarding, fascinating,
fulfilling, rewarding, enjoyable, rewarding, and fulfilling experience!
Remember --what you take away from San Jose State depends entirely on what you put into it during your stay here!
Furthermore, I sl id like to say that San Jose State College
can only be as strong as its weakest student, and that each student
can be only as strong as the weakestas the college!
I am confident that everyone here at San Jose State will go out
a their way, and will bend over backward, to make you feel more at
home, better adjusted, situated, anti oriented in your stay here at
San Jose State!
The time you spend here at San Jose State will be one of exploring new vistas, expanding your horizons, opening new doors, and discovering many new friends!

STILL SOME
USED TEXTBOOKS
LEFT

THE TIME in which we live demands from each and every student
the utmost in individual effort in this mechanized and complex time
in which we live. I trust that each and every student will feel ready
to meet those demands when he or she graduates from San Jose State
College!
You students listening to me today will be the future citizens of
tomorrow, and it is up to you and your children’s children to build a
better world for the rest of us to live in in the future!
A world which will be free for your children, and for your
children’s children, and for your children’s children’s children’s
children.
May your trip down the road of knowledge be lighted with the
bright glow of truth and learning, and may you come through the
journey better suited to step through the threshold at the gates of
San Jose State College and out into the world that awaits each and
every one of you!
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Callientia gook Ce.
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Filler
The learned are seldom
pretty fellows, and in
many cases their appearance tends to discourage a
love of study in the young.
IL L. Meneken

The Gateway Singers
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD,
THURS. EVE., FEB 25 at 8.30
Tickets: $3.75, $2.75, $1.75 at Si
Ci.16 Aud Box Oftce, CV 3-6252
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’On the Beach’ Tells Somber Tale
Of Civilization’s Final Days

San Jose State’s
Traditional Barber Shop
Flat Tops
Ivy Leagues
5 expert barbers

jimmies

IBM WILL INTERVIEW
FEB. 24 & 25
IBM invites candidates for Bachelor’s or Master’s Degrees to discuss
opportunities in Product Development on February 24 and Applied
positions throughout
Science and Marketing on February 25
the United States.
Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt.; San Jose,
Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is
located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the
United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you
the type of career of particular interest to you. IBM offers:.
Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.
New applications for data processing and advances in computer
technology.
Favorable climate for continued career growth.
Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds
and talents.
Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment fat:
a personal interview with the IBM representative..
If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:
Mr .1 W Luke, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept 868
1955 The Alameda
San Jose 26, California
CH 8 2620
COMPQRA,...1

52 S. 4th
next to moshers

134 EA

Open House Health Plan ;Dean Marti ni Ili
master Plan Hints
To Be Held Offered, TH16 New Prexy
IVA! atur ay
Tomorrow
Clinic
be held by the
Open house 55111

Lutheran student Assn. tomorrow

the Christian
night at 7:15 in
San Fernando
and
Fifth
at
Center
streets.
Tomorrow night is also the
deadline for registering for the
LSA retreat to be held this weekBible Camp near
end at Mt. Cross
Felton, Calif. Cost is $6.50. All
who are interested may register
with Pastor John Arthur, Lutheran campus pastor, in the Christian
Center.

The student health plan offered
by the California Physicians service will be available at the Student Affairs business office, T1111;
through Feb. 29,
The voluntary health plan is
open to all regular students enrolled for more than six units,
The insurance costs $10 for the
spring semester, $6 for the summer session or $16 for coverage
until September.
The CPS insurance costs $12 for
the full semester hut the price has
been reduced to $10 this semester
because of funds built up by the
group plan.

1

0/

Robert S. Martin, associate dean
of students, was elected president
of the Adult and Child Guidance
clinic board of directors of Santa
Clara County, at a recent meeting.
For two years Dean Martin has
served on the board of directors
of the agency, which gives psychiatric treatment and counseling to
emotionally disturbed persons, and
provides consultation services to
other agencies and professional
personnel.

SKIERS
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CSEA To Hear President

- .
. ..1. tilt, to employees attend Ray L. Rusk, Califot..,
as .
ini.,T, htheey
snn, gellnre7aildemnat ti, a tn:ri, 1
SEammplGoy."Hsa
mweieli dtinituss current salary
114
ill Sililles
will speak at the CSEA meeting 1 developments, review the social
at 2 p.m. today in TH59.
’security problem, report on aecom(Continued lr
Page It
Mr. Rusk and Mr. Hanson, from, plishments in Washington, D.C.
high school graduates, and state colleges would draw their students
from the top one-third. Higher admission requirements for both levels CSEA headquarters in Sacramen- and answer individual questions of
would be set for non-resident applicants.
to, will present information from I those attending.
Resides these restrictions, state colleges would be ordered gradually to trim their total lower division enrollment by 10 per cent of its
size in 1960.
The committee estimates that these actions would shift 50,000
students to junior colleges by 1973.
on all class requirements
The report further suggests Saturday classes and more extended
day classes to use facilities most efficiently. All -year use is mentioned.
Now at . .
via either a three-semester or it four-quarter plan.
To harness sprawling state college campuses in densely populated
areas, the report suggests 20,000 as a maximum full-time enrollment
figure. State colleges outside metropolitan centers, the report con"Right on Campus"
tinues, should be halted at 12,000.
Maximum enrollment for the University of California was recomOPEN TONIGHT & THURS. lTIL 9 P.M.
mended as 27,500.

COMPLETE INFORMATION

SPARTAN BOOK STORE

The three new university campuses approved by the Regents
three years ago, including the branch In this area, should be tinder
construction at least by 1002, the etalunittee recommends, and
suggests the campus in this area plan for 10,000 enrollment in 15
years.

Before You Leave for the Snow
Have YAGER & SILVA
Service Your Car

SPARTAN litit s
February 10, 1960

College and university teaching needs "much greater" attraction
as a profession, the committee says, and recommends more funds to
aid graduate students preparing for college teaching.
In addition, there is need for "greatly increased salaries and ’fringe
benefits’" for college and university faculty, to make the teaching
profession comparable to the lures of business and industry. The report
suggests housing, parking and moving expenses, and insurance plans

Buy ALL Your Art Supplies
at San Jose’s

LARGEST

Art Store

as possible benefits.
Junior colleges would be administered locally, says the committee,1

and state colleges would he controlled by the proposed "Trustees of
the State College System of California," closely resembling the Regents
of the University of California.
The board would consist of five ex -officio members: the governor, lieutenant governor, speaker of the assembly, superintendent of public instruction, the chief executive officer of the state
college system, and 16 members appointed by the governor: each
serving for 16 years.
Gov. Edmund B. Brown has endorsed the "master plan," as have
the State Board of Education and the Regents of the University sit

PARKING
Student
Rates

California.
But Brown said he approves "with reservations." Ile said he wants
to -leave the door slightly ajar" on the part of the plan which would
give the college: considerable fi,ea I independent’, bum the legislature

All-Night Parking Ban Starts
Monday, Covers 38 Blocks
An all-night parking ban cover- ’
ing a 38-block area of downtown
San Jose will go into effect Monday so that sweeping machines
can do a better job of cleaning
the streets.
The ban will be in effect in the
area generally bounded by Fourth

Complete Brake Repair
Lubrication
Engine Tune -Up
Starter, Generator Work
Over 25 Years Experience
Serving San Jose State Students

street on the east, St. James street
on the north, parts of Santa Teresa, Vine and Almaden streets
on the west and San Salvador on

the south.
All streets are being posted with
signs hearing the new parking
hour regulations. One-hour parking between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. will
remain in effect as in the past.
No limit will be enforced between
"Int ta t ion C;eneral,- starring 6 p.m. and 1 a.m. and 6 a.m.
Glenn Ford, Red Buttons and Tai- and 9 p.m.
na
to be shown Feb. 19, will be
the first Friday Flick sponsored
by the senior class this semester.
RX EQUALS $
Other Friday Flicks scheduled
NEW YORK ( UPI IApproxlfor the spring semester are -Tea- mately 655 million medical prehouse of the August Moon," Feb. scriptions were filled in the U.S.
26; -A Man Called Peter," March last year at a total cost of about
"Three Faces of Eve," March 18: $1,600,000,000, according to indus"Young Lions," March 22; "An try estimates. The average price
Affair to Remember," April 29; of prescription drugs was 53.08
"East of Eden," May 13, and while "miracle drugs" cost about
to each.
"Brothers Karamazov." ‘.1

Flicks Schedule

YAGER & SILVA
SHELL SERVICE
Cor. 4th and San Fernando
Phone Cypress 5-8968

Just 2 Blocks off Campus

COMPLETE SUPPLIES FOR
THESE ART COURSES:
Art 15 Lettering
Randal, French Arnold, Carson, Ballarian, Coleman and Sorby

Art 12 A-B Design
Spratt EI:ner and Condnn

Art 23A Recreatic.,nal Crafts
Stanley

Art 25A-B Drawing and Composition
Collins Faus, Johnson DeVincen:

ty and Oback

Art 45A Ceramics
Leary, Saunders, and

1.01.’

Art 46A Commercial Art
Moreland and Elsner

Art 55A-B Life Drawing
Johnson, Spratt and Gates

Art 91 A -B Art History
Tansl.

DeLaCrot

Art 105A Commercial Lettering
Condon

Art 106 Airbrush
Condon

Art 107A Advanced Commercial Art
Art 109A Newspaper Illustration
trAsamohTMrla’ d
111A Sculpture
Stanlny and Gates

Art 113 Police Plastics and Sketching
Hysong

Art 114A Painting

$3.50 PER BOOK
See
TEXTS
GUARANTEED 2

SAVE

UP TO

Us

For

SAVE

Spra

Vogleman

Art 127A Water Color
bads

and Fa,,,

Art 129A Design for Ceramic Processes
Lover.

Art 131A Ceramic Glazes
Sanders

Art 133A Crafts
Carson

Art 140A-B Design and Composition
Stanley. Arnold, Sorby and Randal

We scour the country for second-hand texts before order-mg new.
If we don’t have them, no one has.
ALSO NEW TEXTS AND SUPPLIES FOR ALL COURSES

NO NEED TO ATTEND CLASSES FIRST
COME OVER AS SOON AS YOU’VE REGISTERED
Books Required and or Recommended are
Self -Service
Segregated By Course Numbers and or Instructors’ Names

Purchases Fully Protected By Refund Privileges
UNTIL THE 2nd SATURDAY AFTER REGISTRATION

Art 150 Rendering and Sketching
Doug as

Art 151A-B Print Making
Audit

Art 153 Textile Design
Carson

Art 155A Advanced Life Drawing
Gates and Spratt

WATER CM ORS

COlOR & DESIGN

ttumbacher
,trathmore Papers
e-I Sable Brushes
’es

ISM Illustration Board
IS IR Art Student Pads
IS R.ler
Drawing Benrels
Newsprint
Craft M

OIL PAINTS

What Can You Lose?

.Vinson Newton
-trumbacher
Psn,

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 EAST SAN FERNANDO STREET

Stewa+ and

Art 120 Decoration

JUST ACROSS 4th FROM THE STUDENT UNION

LETTERING

PRINTING SUPPLIES
torn L.,hn Crayons
and Pon,ils
Warrens Old Style
Paper
Block Printing Inks
Cutting Tools
Scrapers and Burnishers
Screen Colors
Prem..; Acute Color

Silt

SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
DOWNTOWN, 1 1 2 S. SECOND

VALLEY FAIR

-wo$111111111

4SPARTAN DAILY
Wednesday, Fehr,

Leontyne Price Thrills
Large San Jose Crowd

Aw, ’Chute!

10, 1960

Staters Visit
Observatory,
View Scopes
Forty SJS students from last
semester’s general physical science
classes will travel by car Friday
night to Lick Observatory on Mt.
Hamilton fur an astronomy field
trip.
Dr. Wilbur Sprain, associate
professor of physical science and
coordinator of the trip, said the
students will peer through the 36and 12-inch refracting telescopes.
He said that he does not know
which celestial objects will be
seen; they will be chosen by the
observatory staff, depending upon
atmospheric conditions.
The students will tour the observatory, look at the 120-inch refractor telescope, and see pictures
taken through the three telescopes.
Dr. Sprain said that the trip
could not be arranged last semester, so it Is being offered as an
optional this month. The classes
studied astronomy last semester
The group will leave the Scieri
building at 6:30 p.m.

Profs May Help
Charter Group
With Revisions
Members of the SJS Political
Science department have offered
to assist a San Jose citizens’ commission revise the city charter.
The revision commission set up
by the city council has been studying routine changes in the charter.
Dr. Frederic A. Weed, associate
professor of political science and
assistant to the department head,
said members of the faculty tentatively are considering setting up
a local government committee in
the department. He said such a
committee would watch the progress of the charter commission, report to the public, and possibly
make recommendations.
The political science faculty is
not represented on the charter
cOmmission, but Dr. Weed has appeared before the group to discuss
problems of municipal government.

PLUNGINGThis giant parachute and recovery cone are plunging from a vehicle designed to enter outer space. The parachute
and cone are being tested off the Westmorland, Calif. coast.
The capsule is large enough to take a man into space and the
’chute will hold ten.

By ROBERT TAILOR
News Editor
Soprano Leontyne Price charmed a mu prisingly large San Jose
audience Monday night as she rang
with Handel, warbled with Verdi,
and soared with Schubert.
At least a dozen SJS students
were in the Civic Auditorium audience.
Tier concert ranger: from entrant:0i and slneere Negro spirituals to short and ’hely pieces
by thlI111-% Joyce, set to musle.
She admitted, -Nobody knows
what they’re aboutMit they’re
very pretty." And they were.
She was returned by the appreciative audience for three encores
and was given a standing ovation.
Her aria, "Poveri Fiori," from
Lecouvreur"
"Adriana
(’ilea’s
brought cries of "brava."
The audience seemed to appreeial. most her lighter, shorter, brighter arias, in which her
well-controlled %olce sparkled.
Her clear bell -tones rang
through the auditorium, bring

La Torre Space
Still Available
The following oi.ganizations have
..intracted for space In La Torre.
Any not named who have bought
space are asked to contact Editor
Sharon Maloney in J8 by Feb. 18.
Office hours are Tuesday and
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
This list does not include honorary
groups.
Groups are: Alpha Beta Alpha.
Alpha Eta Sigma, Alpha Phi Omega, Arnold Air Society, Chi Pi Sigma, California Student Teachers
assn., CAHPER, Eta Epsilon, Hawaiian club, Industrial Relations
club, Occupational Therapy club,
Student Nurses assn., Pi Delta
Omega, Real Estate and Insurance
assn., Spartan Oriocci.
Society for Advmcement of
Management, Society of Industrial
Engineers, Scabbard and Blade,
Tau Gamma, Theta Sigma Phi,
College Religious council, Roger
Williams fellowship, Hillel, Newman club, Collegiate Christian fellowship, Christian Science organization.

Rush on Feb. 13-22

Ing the once-nolsy group to. Wiener.
She folded her hands, leaned
back and haughtily warbled the
obscure "Nuvoletta" by James
Joyce, bringing smiles to many
faces in the audience.
Miss Price concluded her program with four Negro spirituals
with fresh and bright arrangements- which evoked only mild
applause from the mink -stuffed
ladies In the the front rows.
But the gallery went wild.

San Jose State’s Interfraternity
Council will hold its spring rushing Feb. 13 through 22. Open house
is scheduled at the 13 fraternity
houses Saturday and Sunday afternoons from 1 to 5:30 p.m.
According to Miss Janet Douglas, associate dean of students, sororities will announce their rushing functions and dates after their
Panhellenic council meeting tonight.
Fraternity rushing mils Ries
will begin Saturday noon nitli
a inundatory orientation meet -

lung In Morris Dailey
auditoriva,
for all interested men.
The program will
consist of an
explanation of the rushing
and tips on how to rush. system
Rushee%
will be given a
schedule for open
house at the meeting.
First mandatory rush
function,
will be held Monday and
Tuesd,y
evenings from 6:30 to 10.
Signup for rushing may be
eto.
pleted at the Activities
Adm242, or at the Saturday office,
aim.
ing In Morris Dailey
’fhere iv a
$2 rushing fee.

LARGEST STOCK

I.R. Institute Head
Chosen as Judge

Of New and Used Books and Supplies
at Money -Saying Prices.

Leon F’. Lee, director of the Institute of Industrial Relations at
San Jose State, will be one of
three judges for the 10th annual
scholarship contest, sponsored by
the California Labor federation.
The federation will present six
$500 scholarships to California
high school students at its convention in August.
-

Now at ...

"Right on Campus"
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From the Merchants of

Ma
teed,

Best wishes for an enjoyable and successful

represented on this page extend their invita-

year at San Jose State College.

tion to you to become acquainted with them.
You’ll like shopping at these 50 major stores
and services. Valley Fair has everything, in-

want to enjoy the services and shopping bene-

cluding a bank, post office and five restau-

fits to be found at Valley Fair. The merchants

rants.

50 MAJOR STORES

Acres of Free Parking
NO METERS
NO TIME LIMIT

Open Monday, Thursday, Friday
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WELCOME

While making San Jose your new home, you’ll

in pink and
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OPEN TONIGHT & THURS. ’TIL 9 P M

Regional Shopping Center

appliqued

To

SPARTAN BOOK STORE

VALLEY FAIR

what’s
growing
on her?

Bo

Arvin’s Maternity Shop
C. H. Baker
Bank of America
Blooms Shoe Store
Bob & Guy Fountain
Cable Car
Campi Music
Celebrity House
Coast Radio
Don Ell’s Pastry Shop
Gaeta’s Flowers & Gifts
General Finance
Gem Shoe Repair
Grodins
Guttman’s
Howard Peterson’s
House of Fabrics

Jay Vee
Jenkel Jewelers
Joseph Magnin
Karmelkorn
Kathy Don
Kay Jewelers
Leeds
Lerner Shops
Macy’s
Mannings Coffee Cafe
McWhorter -Young
Mode O’Day
Necchi Sewing Machine
Olan Mills Photo Studio
Pine Cone Inn & Branding Iron
San Jose Paint & Wallpaper
See’s Candies

Simoni’s
Sommer & Kaufmann
Stuart’s
The Fashion
Thom McAnn
Topnotch Nutrition
U.S. Post Office
U.S. Marine Recruiting Office
U.S. Navy Recruiting Office
Valley Fair Barber Shop
Valley Fair Bottle Shop
Valley Fair Cleaners
Valley Fair Drugs
Valley Fair Market
Webb’s Photo Supply
Websters
F. W. Woolworth Co.
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Ten Absent Modern Man
From Faculty Talk Tonight IA Department Finishes
iaatary 16, 19er

Book Talk Today, 12:30, sophomore
To Analyze Segregation Nabs First
1,BAINGElt
8v DARLA
prolesK,i,...ssistant
Michael
(:.
1111
r of
ittidw.ird’s %sork,
jou
Career of Jim Crow,"
mra no’
book talk session of
at Ow first semester in cafeteria
the ppriuu
at 12:30 p.m.
Nome A and B
today.
of the
The book is an analysis
development a segregation in the
South.
alIncluded in this analysis,
the twin
though not central to it, is
,rlopment of the disfranchise of the Negro in the South,
rofessor Kay.
.1.1tEciATI0NMAN MADE
major contribution of Pro:. Woodward is his emphasis
.i social structuresegregawas man-made "via a vis"
me passage of laws in the states
stated Professor
a the South,"
Ray.
Another major contribution of
deveito uit of
the author is his
the casual factors envolved in
the rise of segregation, continued the speaker.
The roiewer said he believes
conthe book to be an important
tribution to American thought.
Fifteen book talks have been
scheduled for the remainder of
the semester.
Pc Lawrence Lee, assistant prow of history, will discuss
Darzun’s "The House of
baeliect" at the Feb. 17 Wednesday hook talk.
McLEISH’S
Feb. 24 the play "J. B." by
Archibald MacLeish will be the
topic of Dr. Robert C. Gordon,
ssistant professor of English.
The March 2 book talk will fea..re Dr. Leonard Feldman, assist t professor of math, who will
peak on "The Wall Between" by
nn Braden.
Mrs. Doris K. Etemad, assistant professor of philosophy, will
discuss Christian Ray’s "The
Structure of Freedom" at the
March 9 book talk.
"History of the Warfare of Scice and Theology in Christen in" by A. D. White will be disIssed March 16 by Frederic A.
’eed, associate professor of potint science.
DR. FINK ON ’CULTURE’
Jack F. Fink, associate proof English, will speak on
Waist -high Culture" by
:is Griffith on March 23.
March So Dr. Josephine Chandler, professor of English, will
discuss "Meeting With Japan" by
sea Moraini.
Assistant professor of sociology.
Julian B. Roebuck, will talk on
’illiam Wiegand’s "The Treatnt Men" on April 16.
’REPORTERS TRADE’
The Reporter’s Trade" by
at Alsop will be the topic
Dwight Bente!, head of the
:tment of Journalism and Ad in. at the April 20 book
-.0s R. Cypher, assistant in
.h. will speak on April 27 on
s as yet unselected.
\,.istant professor of eduen.. Dr. Donald R. Ferris will
on "ereathity and Its Cut lion" in May 4.
]’ lir Philip E. Davis, :Is -

Grad Award
Deadline Set
For March 5
..;,lieati..ns for national defense
.ite fellwaxhips must be filed
larch 5, according to Dr.
W. Iirown, head of the Gm’IS kion.
Brown said that 1500
graate fellowships are available in
e rimed States to assist grackle students preparing to
teach in
lieges and universities.
lie said that San
Jose State does
offer a national defense Tel ship hut that his office will
P students apply.
Ile emphasized that applies ’(list be made directly to
instituitions offering the (flushing.
The fellowship is
a three-year
ard. providing
$2000 for the
’ fear, $2200 for the second,
$2400 for the third, plus an
litional yearly allowance
of $400
reach dependent.
in rioter to
qualify for a armful’ fellowship.
students must en in a toll -time course of study
ding tu the
doctorate degree.
Brown said. Students must
cl a baeealatireate
degree with
mote than a half-year addinal St tidy,

sistont professor of philosophy,
will speak on Edmond Cahn’s ’The
Moral Decision."
"The Rebel" by Albert Cumuli
will he the topic of Dr. Henry C.
Meekel, professor of education
and English, on May 18,
Dr. Antony R. Lovaglia, associate professor of math, will discuss Flora Lewis’ "A Case History
of Hope" and Mitred( Illasko’s,
"The Eeighth Day of the Week"
on May 25.
A discussion of George Kennaffs "American Diplomacy" June
1 by Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, associate professor of history, will
conclude the spring term book talk
sessions,

Tucker Hoffman, SJS sophomore from Hayward, took first
prize In a recent guess-the-number-of-feet -of-tape pen writing
contest at the Spartan bookstore.
His guess was only 29 feet 3 inches short of the actual length.
Hoffman won a transistor radio
by calculating the length of tape
at 11,055 feet 5 Inches.
The contest was held to guess
the number of feet of tape on
which a pen wrote 12 hours a
clay for 11 clays.
Ronald Gerevas, junior from
Fairfield, Calif., also won a radio
as second prize by estimating 11,040 feet while Gregory Bethards,
junior from San Jose, won a pen
ash tray as third prize with his
guess of 11,000 (eel.

Ten of the fall sernest.., t,tc,Ilty
and staff members will not return
to S.IS for the spring semester,
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, housing
counselor, and Mrs. Elsa Mil,
occupation.
assistant p:ofessor
al therapy, have retired.
Faculty members who have resigned are Thomas D. Clemens,
assistant professor of education;
Dr. Forrest 1.. Mayer, professor
of business; Dr. Robert S. Nielsen,
assistant professor of business; Dr.
James R. Runge, assistant professor of education; Miss Rena Fmbony, instructor in physical education; and Mrs. Shirley Correll
Campbell, instructor in physical
education.
Two membe.-s of the library
staff, David A. Hunter and Walter
D. Swenson, have resigned.

Introducing .

Dr. William it. Roger:, proles..
of education at SJS, will lead a
discussion on "The Educator as a
Leader" tonight at 8 p.m. in the
of a series of discussions on
-Modern Man." The discussion
will be held at the First UnitarIan Church at 160 N. Third at.
The discussion will be based on
’The Great Debate" by Scott, Hill
and Burns, which is an anthology
of recent writings on the crisis in
American schools.
Dr. Rogers received his educalion at the New York State Teach era’ College, Columbia University,
and the University of Missouri. Ile
has been a member of SJS far ulty since 1949.

move to New Bu ilding

’Hie gigantic ta-k of lllll %ing
the Industrial Arlin Dcpartment
as
t.11.111:inoe (41 its fie% quarters
pleteil seilertlay in time for
tow ill the new semester.
According to acting !lead of
the Intlubtrial Arti4 Department
Dr. Robert J. Moore, finishinx
touches on the moving in and setting up of facilities will continue
through the semester, but use of
the buirding will begin immediately.
"We are all of the opinion that
this is one of the best facilities of
its type in the entire country,"
he said. He mentioned that there
, are many 1,,,,.,
bits of de.

sign that add 111) to make it one
of the finest examples of physical
facilities of its type for Industrial
Arts instruction.
In addition to housing th Industrial Arts Department, a reporate futility lor erns/ides and
sculpture is Included In the
buildning. Usage of this area is
being directed by the Art Dopartment.
The building also offers San
Jose State a complete driver education area to he used primarily
l for training of future Driver Education teachers. The facility is
complete with a unique "drivotrainer."

IT

Santa Clara County’s most Complete
Regional Shopping Center

AIR

to the SPARTANS of San Jose State
These 10 progressive merchants of Dynamic Valley Fair are pleased to serve the students of San
Jose State. Come and get acquainted . . . you’ll find courteous service and fine merchandise
values await you.

Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. until 9:30

50 Major Stores
Sommer & Kaufmann

Kathy Don

Oxford Shop

76 VALLEY FAIR
AX 6-6800
We invite you to visit our Co-ed Shop.
We are now featuring the latest in spring styles.
Here are a few of the many items:

4 VALLEY FAIR

Sale Famous Names

COED FLATS
Reg. 6.95 to 12.95

Now 4.88
Your favorite styles ... smart go-everywhere
flats in a rainbow of colors, a fashion -book of
styles ... all very drastically reduced now at
S&K.... Shop early!

Brushed Orlon Sweaters
act 32 IV 40
8.98
Beautiful Baby Dolls
6.98
assorted fabrics
Play Wear by White Stag - Kordell
Ellson-Edith and many others

The shirts a man sports when engaged in lounging
are often the backbone of his wardrobe.
Recognizing his need, this merchant offers a
quantity of short-sleeve button down shirts that
pull neatly over the cranium and can be worn in
or out.

Howard Peterson
Distinctive Apparel for Men
30 VALLEY FAIR

CH 8-1850

Coast Radio

Stuart’s
18 VALLEY FAIR

82 VALLEY FAIR

DOWNTOWN, 161 S. FIRST

Macy’s

ENCHANTING AS THE DAYS TO COME

DOWNTOWN, 266 S FIRST

ALL records

At Discount
CH 8-3333

I VALLTY FAIR
OUR

Stereophonic - Monaural - Classics - Popular
All RCA Victor

SPRING
COLLECTION

In Both Our Stores

100% Worsted Slacks

Factory Fresh
at "C" Parking Lot

Webster’s Shoes

CH 8-2618

ATHERTON’S

Stereo Records
I Price

86 VALLEY FAIR CH 8-3291

Valley Fair Barber Shop

featuring:

Specialized ,e’
r 1
for men, women, and children.

NATURALIZERS
PARADISE KITTENS
SPALDINGS

We Specialize in Short Cuts for Women
at no increase in price

$2.00
Located in the Concourse

a"-1 A -:-2c,n’ete Rae of
BUSTER BROWN -hoes for chiicireWe Honor

Pleated and Ivy League models

next to Post Ofticn

Reg. $19.95

SPARTANS

SALE$13.99

YOU’LL ENJOY SHOPPING IN
DYNAMIC VALLEY FAIR
Santa Clara County’s Most Complete
Regional Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
No Meters . . . No Time Limit

Valley fair

Gray

Charcoal

Brown

Sizes 29 to 40

The Fashion
6 VALLEY FAIR

CH

3-8000

Featuring Sportswear
for Spring and Summer
Active and Dressy by
Koret of California
Junior House
Justing McCarthy
M. R. Fleishman Co.
Orvieto
Harburt
Adelaar
arid many others
Rose Marie Reid

SW1MWEAR
Jantzen
Co’e

Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose

Carlton

er-

%it%

Signs
State Trails Rivals Giardello
For Gene Fullmer
In Scoring Column

Sugar Lands A Left

San Jose State. basketball
!opponents are averaging nine
points per game more than
thi. local five this season, aei itriling to statistics recently
released.
In their First 17 games (excluding last night’s affair), the
Spartans have totaled 872 points
for a 51.2 average, while their
foes have tallied 1024 markers
for 60.2 per game production.
Opponents show decisive leads
in field goals (395 to 337), field
goat percentage (12.5 to 33.4), free
throws (234 to 2031, free throw
EARS TO YARay Robinson solves Paul Pender’s defense to
score a stinging left jab but Ray still dropped a surprising 15 round decision to the challenger. Pender and Robinson signed
for a return bout in the Boston Garden on April 29, ending speculation that Pender may try to by-pass the return go with the
former middleweight champion.

USED BOOKS
that no on eelse w,Il haveregardless of
flamboyant claims by others.

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"Right cos Campus"
OPEN TONIGHT & THURS. ’TIL 9 P.M.

TYPEWRITERS

Spartans Even
In Recess Tilts

percent,nre (62.5 to 58.5), and rebounds (763 to 680),
Individually, a pair of sophomores hog the statistics, a good
sign when one figures that they
each have two years to improve
their totals.
CORI. LEADS SCORING
Vic Cori, a transfer from City
College of San Francisco, where
he was All -Northern California
junior college performer in 195758, has tallied 168 points in 15
games for an 11.2 average and also
shows a leadership in field goals
(72) and field goals attempted
(211),
Dennis Marc, ,the other first
year man, also has 168 digits to
his credit, but his were scored in
17 contests for a 9.9 mark.
Mare, who led the Big Eight
Junior college conference in scoring last season with a 24.8 as’ cringe for College of San Mateo,
also is the team rebound leader
with 126about 712 per game.

Longtime inittillevi eight contender Joey Giardello signed a contract Monday to fight NBA champion Gene Fullmer with the date
and site still pending.
Giardello, seventh ranked, has
been one of the leading contenders
for the crown over the years but
always seemed to drop a bout
just before negotiations were in
the signing stage.
PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

REPAIRED
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
Next to California Bookstore
-We Deliver"
124 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.

CYpress 3-5283

FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

NEW YORK
STEAK

94

Includes:

The Bronco defense. using an
,rf and on" full court press forced
(Awls into costly mistakes of
mch the winners were able to
advantage,
:--;anta Clara hit a whopping 55
, cent of their shots from the
.:a to St. Mary’s 31, Joe Scheaff.
i,i, probably turned in one of his
nost performances as a Bronco.
.)-rebininded the Gaels
All’...,e,rican candidate Meschery.
In the freshman preliminary.
Alia Clara’s yearling squad de. ’led previously unheated St,
Hy’s 65-59. The Broncos’ fine
,sh five had only been beaten by
,lifornia. They held a slim 24-22
,.ftime edge over the (;aels.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$107

S:rtans

put on a

toll-id

contest. Dennis Marc led
the sew..
ing with 17 points
followed )Cary Ryan (12) and Vic Col 9’
-Ili!.
The froth team ako garner,er".
victory, 56- 3.5 over the baby
B
gals.

for first two weeks with
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POLICEMAN’S
BALL
Cocoanut Grove
Ballroom
on the beach

Saturday, Feb.

In the 1,100cr ’patrol room ol San Diego TV station kFli IL%
dif,USArs et arta stueleo.(eonAtnitter, link frith clod regain ewe
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His "temporary" job became a career

Dancing 9-1 with
LEO MALLARI and His Orch.
Donation $1

GALORE

Julian irSteaks

SAVE 25To

\ P Beer.’ spent In,
at the I ui.
ver-,
Hawaii while with the 11’. S.
Nat s. then earned his B.S. degree in
Engineering at the University of 1 tutu,
where he served as technical lighting di.
rector for numerous campus theater and
It-let ision shows.

Ill) liaison with the TV
%as soon surveying mieriii,ae relay
routes for the "Wide, Wide World’
and working on "remote" and ((while
telecasts from such interesting
. t ocketialinelling
inValley’desaenrrtl
the
sites .ie.’j

On graduating in 1955. hr fancied a
television career for himself, but felt that,
being married, he couldn’t afford to set ve
a TV apprenticeship.

In August. 1958, he was transki red to
San Diego, allow lie took on full
iIuihity for TV -and -radio Special Sen.
ices. This kd to a particularly sati..fing
assignment in early 1959the develop.
nwnt of a new and successful elowd-rio
for
criti,,intieendiatri;asctiho:,inalis
"eIll
in Anahit’im.
raeafilftely
e
telephonedmye)es, sa ysmotanxiia
openTeh

Max had an inters inns a ith the Pacific
’relephone and Ticgraph Conipany itt
Eris Angeles. "I was offered a position in
transmission engineering." he says. -It
sounded greatInd I really thought of it
as a ’temporary’ thing until I could get
into television."
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FREE TOSS CHAMP
Senior Joe McGrath leads all (II’
free throw departments with
xi-aasswaillilhumst,
charity tosses in 88 attempts and
a 67 per cent. Reserve Fred&
Mitchell, from San Jose city c1
lege, is 10 for 13 and 76.9 per cent
but has not played enough for the
lead.
Another senior, Bob Chapman,
Is the most accurate from the
floor with a very good 41.9 per
cent on 44 suecesses out of 10.1
tries.
Following Corl and Marc in the
scoring column are McGrath (8.91,
on
Chapman (6.5), Gary Ryan (5.0), j
Vance Barnes (3.4 t, Jim Whelthan
(4.2), Freddie Mitchell 12.91, Art
Dalbey 12.31, Roger Pliler 11.5.,
Jim Embree (1.0), and Paul Ashmore 10.61.
74 wonderful clays
In the Spartans’ highest individual performance, Marc bucketed
On the 32nd and 33rd days of your tour you’ll be in Venice. HV,
Sohrero, an All-WCAC per- 23 points in an early season win
you’ll visit the famous Campanile and St. Marl’s Squaie. relax 41 a
former last year, hit for a to- over Fresno State and the most
gondola, and the see the most unusual city in the world, the buildings
tal of 24 as his aserage keeps significant tribute accorded a
of which Cr. entirely surrounded by canals. These are just few cif nie
climbing as the season prog- State player was the naming .1
many unusual sights you’ll enjoy throughout the summer on this 14-da1
McGrath "Northern Californi..
ell -inclusive TOUR OF EUROPE. Call or write for colorful and descni.
resses.
ties folder to DALY STUDENT TOURS, 505 Geary Street, Sun fre
Player of the Week," for his Ps
For the Spartans, 0-4 in WCAC
Santa Clara’s high-riding Bronewe, Calif., telephone ORdway 3.5161.
point show against NCAA chit co basketball team moved into a, play, Marc was the prime offen- pion California.--N.P.
first place tie in the WCAC stand- sive weapon with 16, followed by
Con’s 10.
ings last night with a lopsided 74STATE GRABS ONE
48 rout of St. Mary’s Gaels before
A Campus -to -Career Case 1iist
a jam packed house at the civic; Snapping a four-game losing
streak, the Spartans nipped the
atalitoritun.
Aztecs from San Diego, 57-52, on
In a team effort all the way, the January 31, as senior forward Bob
Broncos took an early 7-5 lead Chapman enjoyed his best game
and then shot to a 31-22 half time in a long spell with a 16 -point outedge. On the, shooting of guard put.
Jim Russi and center Joe Scheaff.
It was a nip-and -tuck ball
the Santa Clarans broke the contest wide open midway in the game all the way with the Spartans claiming a slim 25-23 marfinal half.
gin at the break.
.tint
led the scoring for
Aztec Gene Philipi was the
hot II miriatis with 19 paints.
Frank sobrero, play log his usu- game’s high point man, but the I
28-point comb
ine from Chapman
ii great game had 14 tallies for
st and Sheaff chipped in %stilt , and Marc carrie4 the locals ,
VI. -Gene 1Vomack had Li and I through.
Tom Mesehery 10 for the thie114.

By NICK PETERS
Sillitting their two semes- touring Texas Aggies, pulled to
11-3 lead before the Spartans
ter recess engagements. San an
knew what hit them as center Joe
State’s varsity basket- Sheaf( and high -scoring forward
ball squad It
their sea- Frank Sobrero poured In the
-mull mark to 4-12. after points to give their mates a comwhipping San Diego State. fortable lead.
At the half the Gold and White
37-52. in a non -conference
hassle, and dropping a 65-41 was in arrears by 32-14, Sobrer.,
WCAC decision to cross-town rival was in double figures, and the
only scoring the locals could musSanta Clara.
ter was from their two sophomore
STI.NNED SPARTANS
Marc
offensive leadersDennis
In the locally televised civic and Vic Cori.
:Auditorium tilt last Saturday
Holding a commanding lead,
night, the Broncos, coming off an
Moressive 66-55 upset over the FeerIck cleared his bench in the
musses waning mom-nt.. and McPherson followed sult to let the
reserves play it out and at the
final buzzer the scoreboard read
Santa Clara, 65-41.

Gui
Go cod, 5.0111,
Salad and Baked Potato

ALSO . . .

San J::

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Broncos Take
Gaels, 74-48
Share Lead
SOLD

State Notches
League Win

Spi

Max’s TV career came sooner than he
had hoped. Assigned as telephone ruin.

place to work, where new ideas are welcloned and recognized anti ehaneesforat
vancernent are excellent. I’m sold on it.

Max neer,’ 1. pm’ of moo,
g men with sprier; ...Urge hark
armsful. who sorer finding
lllll Wit* carrel, in Ihr 11,11 Tel,
phone Coresprossirrn. Learn allow opportoniiirn
for )ou. Talk
wills the Dell intersiewer she’s he
’our ennipunentl read
the Pell Tell.
kook lei Mt file in ,.our Plawirowest 011irc.

to Burger Bar
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yarfans Defend Title

Bear Baffles for Bc.ill

’ Wednesday, February lii ’

Boxers Trade Punches
With Mustangs Saturday
GARY If. TIRONN
Spurts 1. !i
scor,

\Her a montli’s inaetiv ity,
Illyinpie

red

Coach Julie

dez ss ill send his two-time
Spartan

Be.Nt:

champion -

t4’11411 against a
drong 4:al l’idy squad Saturday night in Mustang grit.
Notching a convincing 6-3 win
over a stubborn U.S. Marine hoxing team, the Spartans will tackle
: hilt

the sixth place NCAA finalists of
last year. Saturday night’s meet
will be the first of nine in which
comthe Spartan mitt men will
te culminating in the NCAA
pete.

er for national honors. His experiA pleasant surprise for Menenence and reputation should gardez this early in the season is the
ner many points for the title -seeking Golden Raiders. Nelson was showing of 132-1b. contender Baa national finalist the past two hamn Shogi from Iran. "The Minyears in the 132 and 139 lb. iature Marciano," as his mates
classes. Last year he narrowly call him, Shoghi has a powerful
missed becoming another of Me- build on his 132-11), frame
and
nendez’ national champions.
looked very impressive in his first
In Ill -lb. Charlie Brown, Meshowing against the Marines.
nendez feels he has the makings
Rounding out Menendez’ lineup
of a solid contender in the wel- are Bernie Aronstam, a sophomore
terweight dhision. Brown won
from South Africa, Stu Bartell in
the diamond belt in the Stock- the
class, Al Woo in the 155ton and Oregon AA I’ meets and
lb. division and Pete Schwindt in
has had experience in the Clevethe 175-1b. weight. Schwindt is a
land Nolden Gloves,
transfer from SFCC.

165-lb.

,te appears to have a good
chance at an unprecedented third

lineup.
n eight T. C. Chung, NCAA
champion in 1958, will return to
the ring wars, after one year’s
:downer 11111. to ineligibility.
II lb. battler will be out to
last
regain the ,,,,, Es fr
oar’s winner HOW SIsimobeskura of Idaho C,ollege.

Top

1959 CHAMPION
the 119 lb. Ha is Menendez’ lone
Nichols boxed In

Ron Nichols,
Ian puncher,
-0 champion.
123 lb. class

Inati:iity to get bouts hurt
mama t liroughout dual -meet
iompetition during the season.
Ills 15-2-2 record at State
speaks for itself. Menendez gives
1rchle a good ehanee to accompany him on his journey to the
(Umiak, this year.

MARVIN LEVY
... new Bear coach

Bengal Star
May Be Out
Leroy Wright, the 6-9 basket
star for COP who not

too long

mural participation gets under ssay tomorrow sith an
,igartizational
meeting
f
for the formation
art independent ba-kclliall
It -agile.
The meeting will he held in
MG201 at 3:30. Dale Swire, head
of the intramural sports program,
encourages any group of students
that wishes to enter a basketball
team to be present at this meeting.
On Feb. 16, fraternity basketball and open bowling leagues will
be formed at meetings for both
sports. ’rhe fraternity casaba
meeting will be at 3:30 and the
bowling get-together an hour later.
Later this semester, upon
completion of both the basketball and bowling competition, ,
softball and volleyball leintilYS
Will 1w set up.

ago scored 34 points against San

Several other special events are
Jose in a winning effort may be on tap during the semester. Tenthrough with the sport after a tative events include a track and
reoccurrence of a leg injury,
W right, who has undergone sur.
gory on his left knee twice before,

field meet, wrestling tournament,
gymnastics
a
swimming
meet’
a
meet,
badminton
tournament,
golf
tournament and two-man volley-

has been advised by Dr. Francis ball competition.
Beginning this semester, a
Cox that he would be jeopardizing
new Mtn
al sports policy
his own physical outlook later in
will he implemented, starting
life if he continues playing,
with the basketball competition.
Coach Van Sweet retorted, "It’s
TWO-TIME FINALIST
a decision for him (Wright ) to Each Intramural participant
must sign a responsibility re Dave Nelson, a crafty south- make and it is possible he’ll aplease card before he can become
paw fighting in the 125 lb. class pear in a few of our remaining
eligible to partielpate In the inthis year, will he .1 --Ed
tramural sports program. If the
student is a minor, he must have
the signature of a parent or
legal guardian.
These responsibility release
....rds are available in 1373, Intraoral Office. Representatives of
ing groups, fraternities and
:ohs are urged to pick up these
.rds and have them signed by

SAVE 25c7o
BUY

ROBERTS BOOKS
ON Oh STREET

5 tr., I inceling for all Iirsit y :mil freshman tracksters
will be held at 7:30 tonight in
MI. 911. Plans for the upcoming
P4O11.1011 is itt IJO discussed and a
movie will be shown. Itefreshments also will be served.
II.’ ad track roach Bud Winter
urges all men intending to participate this season to :Mend the
confab.

CLASSIFIEDS

GORDON’S DEPT. STORE

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

41*
featuring
the continental
and the ivy ...
slacks and shirts
Student Accounts Invited
STUDENT DISCOUNT
With ASB Card

Bunk a trio

iC1,1

FVERYTHINO FOR THE STUDENT

Jewelry

Kitchen Appliances

Camer,v,

GORDON’S DEPT. STORE

199 S. FIRST
STREET

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS
GROUP
INSTRUCTIONS

Free Parking in all City Lots

OPEN MONDAY and THURSDAY NIGFITS TIL 9

cats.
Cincinnati lost the top posit,
to the Bears last week by

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Offic
Room 16. Tower 141I
No Phone Odors
Aporfoofs for Roof
1 2 bedroom Studio Apts. furnished. Will
ct to groupsClose to College. A R.
ANGLEY CO.
1-acuity or Staff. Very desirable furnished
.I0, adjoining campus. Quiet seclud
location. Elec rangelarge closets,
ibage and water paid. Save parting
ibles. Walk to college, home for
CY 3-8010.
e mod. fur. apt.. 4 students. 495 E
,, CV 3 2674.
Woofed to Roof
longle apt., mile, kitchen nec. Dick, CV
. 297.
Spiels! Nofloos
Went to fly? Low cost flying to SJS
.uInnl Join the Flying Twenty Inc.
r added infoimalion call RE 9.6164.

!

points. Bradley, Ohio State .,.
West Virginia round out the
five.
ICallfornia (23) (17-1) 331
2Cincinnati (9) 07-1/
3Bradley (2) (17-1)
4Ohio State (1) (15-2)
5West Virginia (18-2)
6Villanova (16-1)
.
7Utah (17-2)
3Georgia Tech (17-3r
9-1Dtah State (17-2) .
19Texas A& 5! (14-2)

the right course
this semester...

1 -hr. lessons
17.50 per person

poll this week by picking up
first place votes to take all point lead over Cincinnati’s Le

Min. 6 persons per group

HOURS
9 a.m. to 5 p.m
Tues. & Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
CYpress 5-9542
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genu:r.e shell

CORDOVAN’S
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17.95

Roberts Book Co.

SAVE 2 5 cYo

your charge account invited

BENS
Store for Mc:i

71 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Expand your knowledge
of the physical universe through
advanced research projects at
LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
leader in nuclear research

Track Meeting
Set for Tonight

FROM

Mnn’s Apparel

HANDS AND ARMSIn the center of the fray fighting for the
rebound is Cal’s Tandy Gillis (32) and Colorado’s Gene Zyzda
(51). Cal won the early season encounter 79-46. Gillis, a senior
has been one of the prime factors in the California Bear success
story this year.

;.msons intending to compete for
’neir respective group so every will be elieible to comPete
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International
Credit

KBD’s
-,1EcIAL TALENT
I UPI - -Red Grange, the old
Ed Lopat, former YanGalloping Ghost from Illinois. says kee star and now the club’s pitchthe toughest football player he- ing coach, says it takes a special
ever played against was Cal Hub- kind of talent to be a relief pitbard, then a ttekle with the Green cher. Lopat and Vie Rasta rarely
Bay Packers. Hubbard now is su- relieved with the Yankees. but Edpervisor of umpires for the Ver. die said, "Allie Reynolds could
ican League.
come in any I OM’ start or relief ’

California’s Golden Bears Is
a stronger hold on the No. 1 s
Spring actis ities for intra- in the UPI basketball writers pre

straight boxing title. Menendez is
in several weight divisions
.11 three NCAA champions dot -

last year in most
!he dial meets but the coach,
., strategics,’ move, moved him
,, the 119 lb. class for the fiand the results were produce. The classy boxer notched
oe impressive TKO’s en route
1. los national crown.
Archie Milton, State’s 6-2, 190heavyweight, is another of San
State’s NCAA title holders.
Atch took the heavy crown in
’
hut lost it last year to Hal
spy of Idaho State College by a

Spartan Sports

B-Ball Starts Bears First,
Mural Play Cincy Slips

finals in Madison, Wis., on April 7.
CHANCES GOOD
(11( its first showing, San Jose

SPARTAN DAILY -7

On Tuesday -Feb.16
a Lawrence Lab staff member
will be on campus to answer
your questions about
employment opportunities
at the Laboratory
Interviewing for:
Chemists

Physicists

Electronic engineers

Mechanical engineers

Metallurgists

Mathematicians

Ceramic engineers

Chemical engineers

Current activities im-hule programs involving
nuclear -powered ramjet propulsion, controlled
thermonuclear reactions, the industrial applications
of nuclear explosives and basic particle research.

your

placement office for

on

appointment

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY & LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
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